


Chart of the Week

The Leuthold Group’s 
“5-factor forecasting 
model” (money supply, 
US dollar index, CPI 
inflation, 
unemployment rate, 
Baa bond yield spread) 
has led the yield curve 
in the past. 
It infers the yield curve 
could turn negative in 
the next 12 months. 



Macroeconomic Data



comments

• CHINA GDP

 Growth of 6.8% year on year was unchanged from 4Q 2017 and in line with the consensus
estimate

 Steady expansion in China’s 1Q GDP shows the economy shaking off threats from deleveraging and 
protectionism

 Looking forward, Bloomberg analists continue to expect a modest deceleration in growth
stretching over the course of the year, as slower credit expansion and - potentially - protectionist
trade policies take a toll. Their credit impulse - which measures the change in new credit as a share 
of GDP - is now pointing firmly down

source: bloomberg

Chinese Growth still Solid
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• ZEW Survey

 The euro area’s economic expansion is standing on increasingly shaky ground after reports showed
German investor confidence tumbling to its lowest level since late 2012 and the risk of a recession in 
the nation jumping

 The sentiment gauge from ZEW showed more investors now see a worsening in Europe’s largest
economy than forecast an improvement

 The drop in confidence came as the Dusseldorf-based Macroeconomic Policy Institute (IMK) said the 
probability of a recession in Germany over the next three months has jumped to 32%

 European Central Bank officials have taken note of the weakening momentum, with chief economist
Peter Praet saying on Monday that the latest data point to “some moderation of late, following several
quarters of very strong growth.”

EZ Growth is Loosing Momentum
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• EZ CPI

 Euro-area inflation accelerated less than initially estimated

 Consumer prices in the 19-country bloc rose just 1.3% in March from a year earlier. Core inflation held
at 1% for a third month

While the move is too small for it to significantly shift the outlook for monetary policy, it will allow the 

Governing Council to continue moving toward the exit from its quantitative easing program

ECB more Dovish ?
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• UK CPI

 Headline inflation slowed more than expected in March. Headline annual CPI inflation fell to 2.5% in 
March from 2.7% in February. That was below forecast of 2.7% 

 The fall partly reflects the fading impact of previous declines in sterling

 Analists expect the downward trend in inflation to persist over the course of this year with headline
price gains reaching 2.2% in the final quarter

BoE will be less hawkish next meeting (10th 
of May)?



comments

• US FED Beige Book

 The U.S. economy may still be expanding at the now-familiar “modest to moderate pace,” but a 
new theme pervaded the Federal Reserve’s latest Beige Book report: tariffs and the threat of a 
trade war

 The word “tariff” appeared 36 times in the report compared with zero references in the prior 
survey.

 Upward wage pressures persisted but generally did not escalate; most Districts reported wage 
growth as only modest.

 Prices increased across all Districts. Businesses generally anticipate further price increases in the 
months ahead, particularly for steel and building materials

3 or 4 hikes by the Fed in 2018?



comments
• JAPAN CPI

 Japan’s inflation edged down in March (as expected), reflecting fading base effects from energy
prices, and lower fresh food and import costs

 The core CPI (which excludes fresh food) rose 0.9% year on year, down from a 1.0% rise in 
February. That was in line with the consensus forecast

 The yen’s recent rise may keep the core gauge around 1% year on year in 2Q -- only halfway to the 
BOJ’s target

 Even so, upward pressure from the positive output gap and pickup in wage growth is likely to 
sustain a broad trajectory of moderate increases. If oil prices are stable, core inflation may clearly
exceed 1% in 3Q

Kuroda will be always Dovish?



important news

 Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire says the ECB’s upcoming interest rates increase could weigh on 
France’s economic growth as the central bank will raise rates at the end of 2018 or early 2019

 Le Maire says IMF’s 2.1% growth forecast for 2018 is “optimistic” and potential trade war is a “major 
risk” for French economy

***

 After having indicated that he could consider rejoining the Trans-Pacific Partnership, President Donald 
Trump said he does not believe the trade pact to be good for the US. 

 At the Bo'ao Forum for Asia on Tuesday Chinese President Xi Jinping discussed plans to further open 
up the Chinese economy which include significantly lowering import duties for autos, reducing tariffs
on other products, enforcing the legal intellectual property of foreign firms and improving the 
investment environment for international companies.



important news

 JP Morgan’s CEO Jamie Dimonsaid it would be reasonable to expect a 10-year Treasury note yield of 4 
% with normal growth and inflation approaching 2 percent. The fact that the 10-year is trading closer to 
3 % is probably due to continued large purchases of Treasury bonds by the Fed, which are going to 
taper off.

 On Thursday Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing released its revenue forecast range for the second 
quarter of 2018; the company expects the result to be between $7.8bn and $7.9bn, remarkably lower 
in comparison to the estimate which was for $8.8bn. That news affected negatively Nasdaq
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EuroStoXX 600 Bund 10Y (yield)
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